












3)Each , Every , Either, Neither + 

Singular Noun
(a) Every candidate should write 

his ( not her) name.

(b) Every person should perform his 

( not her) duty



4)A lot of / lots of / plenty of / 

A great deal of / most of / 

some of+ Plural countable 

noun/ Uncountable Noun 
There are a lot of people in the 

meeting.

There is a lot of money in his 

pocket.

He has plenty of rice.

Most of boys are ill.









1- In times of crisis, (1)/ the Bhagavad

Gita gives light (2)/ and guide to

the mind tortured by doubt (3)/ and

torn by conflict of duties (4)

(3) ‘guide’ की जगह ‘guidance’ 

होगा।



2- Deplete of the Ozone layer

(1)/ and the greenhouse

effect (2)/ over two long-term

effects (3)/ of air pollution.(4)

(1) ‘Deplete’ की जगह ‘Depletion’ 

होगा।



3- Suman took a hundred coins (1)/ from

the man and (2)/ gave him a few

medicine (3)/ to make him feel better. (4)

(3) ‘a few medicine’ की जगह ‘a few 

medicines’ होगा।



4- Two lakhs of people (1)/ attended

the meeting (2)/ held in parade

grounds. (3)/No error (4)

6. (1) ‘Two lakhs of people’ की जगह

‘Two lakh of people’ होगा, क्ोोंकक

dozen, hundred, lakh, score’ आकि के

पहले जब किकित सोंख्या सूचक (one,two, 

three etc.) शब्द होता है तो इिका

Singular form प्रयोग ककया जाता है।

7. िेखिए- Two dozens eggs(x) Two 



5- There are so many filths (1)/ 

all around (2)/ the place.(3)/ 

No error(4)

5. (1) ‘There are so many filths’  ‘There is so 

much filth’  ‘filth’ uncountable noun  - any 

very dirty and unpleasant substances.

िेखिए- The floor was converted in grease 

and filths (x)

The floor was converted in grease and 

filth()



6- Children enjoy listening to (1)/

ghosts stories (2)/ especially on

Halloween night (4)/ No error (4)

(2) ‘ghosts stories’ की जगह ‘ghost 

stories’ होगा।



7- I (1)/ have, (2)/ many works to do 

(3)/ No error (4)

7. (3) ‘Many works’ की जगह ‘much 

work’ या ‘a lot of work’ होगा क्ोोंकक

work (काम) एक uncountable Noun है।



8- Mother and I (1)/ generally go to the 

store (2)/ and pick up food items (3)/ 

for the charitable. (4)/ No error (5)

8. (4) ‘Charitable’(Adjectives) की जगह

‘Charity’(Noun) होगा।



9. Mritunjay Prefers (1)/ extra (2)/ sugars 

in (3)/ his tea. (4)

9. (3)‘Sugars’ की जगह ‘sugar’ होगा।



10. All the child playing (1)/ at the beach 

ran (2)/ towards Sam when (3)/ they 

heard him shout. (4) No error (5)

(1) ‘All the child’ की जगह ‘All the children’ 

होगा।



ERROR SPOTTING QUESTIONS 

BASED ON NOUN

11.After her retiring (a)/ she 

established many (b)/ 

institutions to train (c)/ 

underprivileged but talented 

children. (d)
EXP (a) replace retiring with 

retirement



ERROR SPOTTING QUESTIONS 

BASED ON NOUN

12. If you had not been so

secretive (a)/ you had told me

all the fact (b)/ earlier I could

(c)/ have helped you. (d)

EXP (b) replace all the fact with 

all the facts



ERROR SPOTTING QUESTIONS 

BASED ON NOUN
13. Identifying, nurturing and (a)/

developing an employee’s talent

is (b)/ among the most important

task (c)/ of Human Resource

Development department (d)

EXP: (c) replace among the most

important task with among the

most important tasks.



ERROR SPOTTING QUESTIONS 

BASED ON NOUN

14. He received timely support

(a)/ from his elder brother

(b)/ who had been working

abroad (c)/ from last six

years (d)
EXP (d)replace for with 

from



ERROR SPOTTING QUESTIONS 

BASED ON NOUN

15. His company is (a) one of the

few company (b)

manufacturing this product (c)

in the whole country (d)

EXP (b)replace company with 

companies.



All our Zonal office (1)/ have

received instructions (2)/ to

process loan applications

(3)/ within thirty days. (4)

HOME WORK 

ANSWER



Our leaders should (a)/

not let the criminal (b)/

activities to grow in our

country.(c)/No error(d)

HOME WORK








